Manifold heights P.S  Week beginning 3rd of Mar 2016.

Coordinator: Jessica Kevelham

The children have another great week in OSHC. Chatterboxes have been a big hit this week with lots of children making them. It’s been great to see the older children stepping up and helping the younger children to make their own.

Jet, Oscar, Charlie, Sai and Koji asked if they could relax and watch paper planes in BSC. Maja, Juliet, Kayla, Will and Amelie engaged in some imaginative play and transformed themselves into different characters using the dress ups.

Zara, Ruben, Oscar, Sai, Koji, and Sammy were very interesting in playing a game of Pac Man trivia. They challenged themselves and everyone else to answer the questions.

Liam, Conor and Riley played a game of racquetball outside while enjoying the nice weather we have had this week.

Star of the week this week from Manifold heights goes to Sai Stanton-Lawrence for being a great help with the clean up of the OSHC room. Well done Sai.

Star of the week this week goes to Isabel Walsh for making new friends in BSC. Well done Isabel.

Jess and staff.